Dear Member.
You will have seen that after coming out of lock down, we are now in Tier 2 as is the whole of
Norfolk. The effect of this is that we cannot open the club for any reason as we do not serve
“substantial” meals. I don’t think that a packet of crisps or peanuts counts! I can’t help but
think this is “lock down” by another name. It’s amazing that we can attend football matches,
gyms, hairdressers etc. but our small club cannot open. The hospitality industry has been
devastated and we have been caught up in it.
All events which were on our schedule including our Christmas evening on the 18 th December
are now cancelled. The Christmas Draw will become the Easter Draw. A number of members
have filled in squares on the chart so we will keep that running now. If you would prefer to
have your 50ps back, then please let me know but I hope you will agree to allow the draw to be
done at Easter instead. All being well, we will try to make the Easter weekend something
special and also involve the children with an Easter Egg hunt and other activities.
There will be a review of the Tier system on the 16th or 17th December according to the
government but it would appear unlikely that Norfolk will drop down to Tier 1. However, we
can but hope. If it does drop down to Tier 1 then we will hold a Christmas Quiz evening on
Saturday 19th December with mince pies and sausage rolls starting at 7 p.m. when the club
opens with the Quiz at 7.30 p.m.
Thank you all for your continued support of our club at these difficult times.
The electrician has replaced the two faulty emergency lights so we are legal again and the stand
for the glass washer has arrived and been taken over to the club. Once we can contact the
plumber and he is able to attend we can get that set up. We will also need 2 or 3 strong men to
lift the washer onto the stand which is also adjustable but again that will have to wait until we
can meet safely. The working party for the Green shed is also on hold for the time being until
we can get together.
If we are unable to meet may I wish you and your families a Happy Christmas, stay safe and
keep well, and hopefully, we can look forward to a better and happier 2021.
Dorothy
Chairman, Anmer Village & Social Club
Contact details: 01553 631349
dottie.fenedge2@gmail.com or go through: Enquiries at Anmerclub.co.uk.

